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a new user of blender is not restricted to the game characters, but can use the powerful animation
tools to create the characters he likes. since unity is a 3d application, this is an easy task. you just
have to create a 3d model of your character, and add an unity project to the scene. the character

can then be animated. first you have to download blender and the game characters needed by unity.
the animations are made with unity and the characters have a 3d model. after that you have to add

them to the unity scene as seen below: after you have added all the characters to the scene, you
have to set up the game character, and add it to the unity scene. then you have to select the

animation needed to animate the character. when you open the character view, you can see the
animation is linked to the animation of the game character. first you have to choose the game

character, and the animation. then you have to import the character in blender. when you have
chosen your character, click on 'import'. after that you have to choose the animation. then you can
change the size of the character with the handles. you can use your own hair for the character or

download some hair from the internet. you can create the hair by clicking on 'add'. then you can use
the hair in your blend file and change the style with the handles. 7z x template.zip -oc

game_characters 3. start blender, go to file>new, and select texture.blend. (don't select the game
template in the drop down menu, it doesn't work!) 4. click on the buttons at the bottom left corner,

and set the parameters. 5. click on the start button and wait until blender starts.
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